S C H M E TZ I N S I D E

VERITAS Camille - Creative and versatile sewing with ease

With 32 stitch programs the VERITAS Camille belongs to the top class
of mechanical sewing machines. With it, all sewing tasks, whether appliqué, repair or decorating, can be mastered without any problems - the
powerful 70 watt motor also masters thick and multi-layer fabrics. But
the Camille also easily copes with elastic materials like jersey. It offers
numerous utility and decorative stitches and sews cleanly and precisely.
Buttonholes can be sewn easily with the corresponding buttonhole carriage and the threading aid makes changing threads very easy.

Perfectly equipped
The VERITAS Camille leaves nothing to be desired for all those who want
to achieve high-quality sewing results. The powerful motor, the low-vibration housing and the reliable 6-point bottom feed dog enable precise, powerful work. Thanks to the integrated threading aid, the thread is threaded
in seconds and the glare-free LED sewing light illuminates the optionally
available large extension table perfectly.

Creative and versatile
No matter whether decorations for sets or table cloths, smart hems on
dresses, or appliqués - the VERITAS Camille is equipped for every project.
With the 32 varied blind hem-, stretch-, satin-, and decorative stitch programmes, beautiful seams can be produced on elastic and solid, light and
heavy materials, and the various overlock stitches are ideally suited to neatening seams and cutting edges.

It only takes the press of a button
Nobody wants ruffles and tangled seams! For this reason, the thread tension on the VERITAS Camille can be set either automatically, or in several
steps individually. Even perfect buttonholes are possible by simply pressing a button. The fully automatic buttonhole programme takes care of
everything. Only the supplied button hole foot must be attached, and even
that is done with just one movement.

Specifications
32 stitching programmes
1-step automatic buttonhole function
Speed (R.P.M.): 750 +/-50
High torque for stiff materials
Snap-on pressure foot holder
Sewing zippers possible
Integrated threader
Built-in thread cutter
Stitch length adjustable from 0.0 to 4.0 mm
Stitch width adjustable from 0.0 to 5.0 mm
Automatic bobbin winder
Glare-free sewing light
Handy free arm
Integrated detachable accessory box

Further information

A woman goes her own way

70W
230V
50Hz
CE
GS
Country of origin:		

Vietnam

EAN:			7640105923410
Pieces per pallet:		

35

Packaging dimensions:		

45.5 x 24.0 x 35.5 cm

Container: 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC:

648 / 1400 / 1620 pcs

Net weight:			

6.20 kg

Gross weight:		

7.60 kg

Machine dimensions:

37,5 x 16 x 28 cm

Tariff of duties:

84521019

Camille Claudel decided at an early age
to be a sculptress even though it was not
viewed as a suitable career for women at
the time. At 18, she met the sculptor Auguste Rodin and became his assistant. In
the following years, she created numerous
groundbre- aking sculptures and became a significant artist. As a symbol for all
women who go their own way, we have
named the machine the VERITAS Camille
after her.

Accessories
5 SCHMETZ needles

Spool holder

All purpose presser foot

3 bobbins

Zipper foot

Screwdriver

Buttonhole foot

Embroidery and darning plate

Button sewing foot

Second spool pin

Brush

2 felt pads

Seam ripper

64-pcs thread set

Edge guide

Address / Company stamp

www.veritas-sewing.com
facebook.com/veritassewing
instagram.com/veritassewing

